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3D Secure
Introducing the New 3D Secure Program for AFSB Debit
MasterCard Holders

The security and privacy of your online payments is important to us.  Effective July 1, 2018, Arundel
Federal MasterMoney debit card holders are automatically enrolled in 3D Secure for internet-based
transactions.

The new 3D Secure Program reduces the risk of fraudulent internet-based transactions by
authenticating the cardholder performing the online transaction with their debit card.  A verification
code is sent by text or email to the debit card customer of record.  Simply enter the verification code
when prompted to complete your transaction.  This added layer of security helps protect against
fraudulent use by unauthorized individuals.

This is a free service provided to all AFSB Debit MasterCard holders.  There is no fee to participate.

Enjoy safer shopping!!!
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Fall Food Drive
2018 Fall Food Drive at Arundel Federal Savings Bank

Beginning Wednesday, October 17, 2018, all branches of Arundel Federal Savings Bank will be
collecting food donations to support local food pantries this holiday season.  Collection boxes will be
the lobbies of all six branches: Annapolis, Brooklyn, Gambrills, Glen Burnie, Pasadena and Severna
Park.

"Helping families enjoy a holiday meal together is important to all of us at Arundel Federal.  The
outpouring of generosity from our employees and customers is truly heartwarming.  We've been a
drop-off location for food collection during the holidays for more than 10 years and invite everyone to
stop by with a donation" said Dave Costello, CEO.

This year's donations will go to a variety of organizations including the Anne Arundel County Food
Bank, South Baltimore Network, Severna Park based SPAN (Serving People Across Neighborhoods)
and local panties.  Visit ArundelFederal.com for branch locations and hours.

According to SPAN, these are some of the food basket items needed for the holidays:

Canned goods: gravy, corn, green beans, yams, fruit, cranberry sauce, sauerkraut, pumpkin
filling
Boxed goods: stuffing, mashed potatoes, muffin mix, pie crust
Canned proteins: tuna, salmon, chicken, beans, peanut butter
Dairy: shelf-stable milk, evaporated milk, infant formula
Fruits and juices: (light syrup or its own juices) fruit cocktail, applesauce, juice boxes
Pasta and rice: brown and white rice, macaroni and cheese, pasta
Soups and stew: (low sodium) beef stew, chili, chicken noodle, vegetable, turkey and rice
Foods not accepted: perishables

 

Holiday Toy Drive Coming Soon!  In mid November will start collecting unwrapped toys for our local
disadvantaged children.  We will be a drop-off location for Toys for Tots.
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Applying for Loans Online
Applying for a loan online is quick and easy, but is it the right
choice for you?

In the information age, you can do everything from ordering groceries to pursuing a college degree
from an accredited university online. Your money has moved online too, thanks to your financial
institution’s secure websites and apps, allowing you to make transfers and pay bills anywhere and
anytime you need to. If you need a loan for one reason or another, the ability to apply online
eliminates the need to leave the house, but it may seem a bit risky given the gravity of the decision. Is
it a good idea to apply for a loan online? Let’s take a look.

The application process

Before you fill anything out, you
need to consider your financial
standing and aspirations. Lucy
Lazarony of Credit.com
recommends that your first step
should be to check your credit
score to determine if you are in a
position to be approved for a loan. If
your credit score is weak, you may
have your application denied
outright or be hit with a higher
interest rate. If it’s not imperative
that you receive the money right
away, take time instead to build
your credit score so you can have a
higher chance of finding a loan with
a reasonable interest rate.

You’ll also want to consider how
much money you’ll need and what
you need it for, which could impact
the kind of loan for which you apply. If you need some extra cash-on-hand for a renovation or addition
to your home, for example, you may be better suited for a home improvement loan than a personal
loan. Use your financial institution’s website to check the loan packages available to you and
determine which best suits your situation and needs.

Once you have a loan picked out, you’ll want to gather essential information that will be key in the
lender’s final decision. Lazarony suggests having your monthly rent or house payment amount, the
name of your employer and employment history handy as you may be asked about them on the
application. Then it’s as simple as going online, filling out the application completely, submitting it and
waiting for your approval.

Is it better to apply in person? 

You may notice that the steps required to apply for a loan online are quite similar to those necessary
to apply in person. That’s because there is often no difference: A financial institution’s online loan
application process is typically identical to its process for handling loans filled out in a branch.
Because there are often no differences between the two, applying online tends to be the best choice
if you’re confident about your chances for approval and the loan you’ve selected.

If you have questions, however, visiting a financial institution in person is likely the best way to go.
While you can consult with customer service representatives online or over the phone, you’re liable to
receive the most comprehensive answers to your questions by having a face-to-face meeting with a
representative.

Whether you apply online or in person, it’s important to approach a financial decision as significant as
taking out a loan with the proper degree of respect. Do your diligence, weigh your options and only
pull the trigger if everything fits your circumstances and lines up with your goals.
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Guide to Investing in Your 40s
How to prepare for retirement even with a late start

While in your twenties, the need to invest in your retirement may not have seemed urgent enough to
earn your attention. Even in your thirties, you may have been too busy shopping for a house or
planning a wedding to think about that far-off age of 65. But in your forties, investing in your future
should be one of your top priorities. Even if you made saving a main concern in your twenties, you
may still find it useful to reassess and redouble your efforts now. Fortunately, there is yet plenty of
time to make up lost ground or to refine your investment strategy.

Reduce debt

Reducing debt or paying it off
entirely is one of the best ways to
pave a path to a successful
financial future. Eliminating debt
allows you to free up a large swath
of your income that you can
redirect toward saving and
investing for the future. Though you
may be tempted to pay off your
mortgage first because it is a large
expense, other types of debt
deserve your initial attention.
“Focus on paying off debt with
higher interest rates, such as credit
card balances and parent college
loans,” writes Sandra Block, senior
editor at Kiplinger, in an April 2016
article. “If you still have money left
over, consider accelerating your
mortgage payments.”

Maintain a healthy cash reserve

Maintaining a healthy cash reserve is important at all stages of adult life and this continues to be true
while investing in your forties. “The first step in any financial planning is to establish an emergency
fund,” Michele Lerner writes in an April 2015 article for Bankrate.com. Investing for the long-term
future is no good if you can’t afford to pay an unexpected bill in the short term and need to make an
emergency — and taxable — withdrawal from a retirement account. “Two-income households may be
safe enough with three months of expenses saved, while a single person might need six months of
reserves,” Lerner advises.

Invest in a 401(k) and IRA

If you haven’t been investing up until this point, now is the time to start — and you will need to invest
more to catch up. Fortunately, tax-deferred accounts can help ease the pain. “Money directed into a
401(k) or traditional IRA goes in before the IRS takes a cut and lowers your annual taxable income on
a dollar-for-dollar basis,” says Dayana Yochim, personal finance expert, in an April 2017 article for
NerdWallet.com.

You should aim to save at least enough in your workplace retirement plan to earn the full benefit of
the company match. After that, how you split your investments between 401(k) and Roth IRA depends
on your tax bracket. “Workers in lower tax brackets are better off diverting some of their savings to a
Roth and taxable accounts because the immediate benefit of tax deferral is less valuable,” Block
says. She also advises those in a high tax bracket to put as much into a tax-deferred account as
possible because they will likely be in a lower bracket when withdrawing.

Find additional income

After having done the math and figured out exactly how much money you need to have saved by your
retirement, you may find that you simply can’t afford to put enough money aside to meet your
investment target in time. Besides delaying retirement, a viable solution for many, you can help grow



investment target in time. Besides delaying retirement, a viable solution for many, you can help grow
your retirement by earning money on the side and taking a second look at your budget. “Small
amounts make a big impact,” says Paula Plant, an award-winning finance writer, in a March 2018
article for TheBalance.com. “If you can earn an extra $100 per week — perhaps by mowing lawns,
babysitting, consulting, teaching or freelancing — and you can also trim an additional $100 per week
from your spending habits, you’ll save an extra $10,400 per year.”

It’s always better to start late than never, and though starting to invest in your forties puts you at a
disadvantage compared to investing in your twenties, it can still be well within your means to build a
respectable retirement fund. For specific help preparing for your future, make sure to consult an expert
at your preferred financial institution.
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The Importance of Separating Spending and
Savings Accounts
A simple financial strategy to hasten the achievement of your goals

One easy way to enhance your budgeting goals is to keep your spending and savings accounts
separate. Discover the advantages of having your funds in separate pools and learn how to expand
upon this principle to jump-start your other savings goals by using the following tips.

Perks of separate spending and savings accounts 

For starters, make sure to keep
these two accounts at two different
banks. This places a physical
barrier between the money you
spend and the fund you’re trying to
grow. As certified financial planner
Sophia Bera shared with Business
Insider contributor Emmie Martin,
“It adds some friction between
these accounts.” This practice also
provides a mental barrier which
helps train your brain to view these
two funds as totally separate, to
reduce the likelihood that you’ll dip
into your savings.

Benefits of having additional
multiple accounts

This practice easily translates to
growing separate funds that you
maintain to serve different priorities. Whether it’s for travel, a down payment on a house, your child’s
college expenses or retirement, having multiple accounts will help you reach your goal amounts more
quickly. You can even set up a separate account for a short-term need, such as a vacation or holiday
fund.

Guidelines for establishing separate accounts

Per the Bankrate team, online banks are a great place to set up multiple accounts. Simply open
multiple savings accounts then label them with the names of your goals. Most online banks will list all
of your accounts on a personal home page online so you can easily monitor each account as it grows.

But how many accounts should you open up? According to Time contributor Taylor Tepper, two
accounts is a must if you’re a young adult who falls into the “single and working” category. Look for a
high-yield savings account, which will help speed the growth rate for this fund.

If you’re married with children, you’ll probably need more than just two savings accounts. Start with a
joint savings account, then create a separate checking account for each spouse. As Richard
Barrington of Money-Rates.com shared with Time, “Look to each account as a fresh choice of bank.”
Barrington also advised establishing separate accounts with multiple brick-and-mortar banks, if you’re
interested in an alternative to online banks.

Minor pitfalls to avoid with separate accounts

Although keeping multiple accounts has its benefits, like with anything in life, it also comes with a few
caveats. For starters, you’ll want to steer clear of banks with minimum balance fees. As Bankrate’s
CFA and senior financial analyst Greg McBride expressed, even one minimum balance fee could
negate several months’ worth of earnings for that account.

You might also lose interest due to spreading your resources into multiple pools. Some bank accounts
pay a higher interest rate on a larger balance, as Money Crashers contributor Michele Lerner related.

In the long run, however, keeping separate accounts is a wise practice worth adopting. By separating



your saving and spending accounts, you’ll minimize the instances of draining your savings account
simply because it’s easy to access. Once you implement the separate accounts principle with your
other savings goals, you’ll enjoy reaching your financial ambitions more rapidly.
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The Cost of Moving vs. Home Improvement
Weighing your options between upgrading and moving out
altogether

Tackling home improvement projects requires time, energy and money. If you’re lacking any of these
necessities, you might be tempted to forego your to-do list and seek out a new place to live that is
more in line with your wants and needs. But is packing up and moving the most cost-effective way to
put down roots? Or would you be better off trying to make your home improvement project a reality?

Home improvement costs

The range of home improvement
projects is incredibly vast.
Tweaking window coverings,
changing paint colors and
decluttering can drastically
transform your home without
requiring a lot of time or money. If
you’re in the mood to knock down
walls, build on an addition or
revamp your kitchen or bathroom,
you’ll be looking at much higher
costs.

The first thing to decide with any
home improvement project is what
exactly you want to change and
whether you intend to enlist the
help of professionals. If the job
requires the work of an individual
or team with the right know-how,
Investopedia writer Amy Fontinelle
recommends gathering three bids.

Once you have specific estimates, you’ll have a better understanding of what you can afford and
determine how you want to pay for it. In most cases, you will either want to pay using your savings or
take out a home equity loan, Fontinelle writes.

Moving expenses

Just like home improvement projects, finding a new home is also a serious investment. You’ll need to
enlist the help of a real estate professional. According to NerdWallet writer Margarette Burnette, an
agent will typically snag a 6 percent commission fee. You’ll also need to factor in travel expenses,
moving costs and securing a down payment.

You will have to make sure your current home is market-ready before you list. To earn top dollar or
your asking price, you’ll probably have to spend time and money on improvement projects in your
current home to make it appear more move-in ready. Your affinity for wallpaper or bold paint colors or
your willingness to overlook your outdated bathroom might not translate to a prospective buyer.

Chances are the new home you choose will be bigger and more expensive than your current home,
which can impact your monthly payments or the length of your mortgage. Nothing is perfect, so you
should be prepared for your new home to require some updates, fixes or work of its own. Moving to a
new home might take you further from work or your kids’ school, which will impact your driving costs.

There’s also closing costs, which often fall on the seller to close the deal, according to Fontinelle. If
you can’t convince the seller of the home you’re buying to foot the closing costs, you’ll likely have to
pay twice.

“The fees for getting a new mortgage will total in the thousands of dollars. Expect to pay 2 percent to 5
percent of the purchase price in closing costs. That means if you’re moving up to a $500,000 property,
your closing costs could range from $10,000 to $25,000,” writes Fontinelle.



If your current home is truly where your heart is, invest in renovations that will make it more
welcoming for longer. If you and your family have outgrown your current homestead or are ready for
something new, then it might be time to see what’s on the market. Both options will cost you, but with
thorough research and soul-searching, you’ll be able to determine the most cost-effective solution to
loving where you live.
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What to Do When Your Account Has Been Hacked
Know the warning signs of a hacked account and learn how to
respond to this stressful situation

In the digital age, things are constantly changing and many crimes take place on the web. This is
extremely alarming considering a large number of financial transactions take place online. While
online banking can make money management convenient and intuitive, it can also leave your
information exposed to online hackers. If you find yourself the victim of an account hack, it is
important to know what to do and how to recover your information.

Signs that your account has
been hacked

It is sometimes obvious that your
account has been hacked because
large sums of money are missing,
but some hackers often act in
subtle ways and only take a small
amount of your money at a time.
Because of this, Ananya
Bhattacharya of CNN recommends
constantly checking your account
for any suspicious activity.
Financial institutions are more
adept at combating hackers than
ever before, as many are able to
notice when your account is
accessed from a mysterious device
and will alert you to this interaction
as soon as possible.

Who is liable?

Unfortunately, you may not notice a hack until long after it has happened. This can lead to questions
about who will recover the money you have lost. Harlan Landes of Forbes notes that financial
institutions are almost always liable for any stolen funds that were the result of a cyber crime.
However, most states require that you alert your financial institution of a hacked account within 60
days of its occurrence. After alerting your financial institution, you should change your password and
ask them to temporarily freeze your account.

How to prevent a hack

Employing preventative measures can help safeguard your account and potentially prevent a future
hack. Geffner says that one of the most effective ways to keep your account financially secure is to
keep your social security number confidential. You shouldn’t send this number over e-mail, and you
certainly should not use part of it as your PIN. Furthermore, keep an eye out for suspicious “free”
software or apps, even if they claim to be designed by a legitimate source.

Having your account hacked can certainly be a stressful situation. Therefore, contacting your financial
institution as soon as possible will ultimately help you get back on your feet.
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How to Carve the Perfect Pumpkin
Strategies for styling your pumpkin like a pro

With a little knowledge about pumpkin preservation and design, it’s easy to create a spectacularly
carved gourd this Halloween.

Choose the right pumpkin

The first step to caving the perfect
pumpkin is to pick the right squash.
Per Good Housekeeping
contributor Liz Borod, pick one that
is fresh with a sturdy stem and has
no bruises. Any soft spots or
bruises usually indicate that the
pumpkin has started to rot. Make
sure it also has a flat underside to
keep it from rolling around when
you carve it.

Pick a style

Next, decide on a style for the
gourd. There are three main types
of designs, as Pumpkin King
Creations owner and master carver
Ryan Lisson shared with MPR
News contributor Cassidy Kiek.

Jack-o’-lantern: It’s a simple, hollowed-out design that usually has a face or symbol carved on
the exterior
3D face sculpture: Like its name implies, this style involves slicing a multi-dimensional face on
the pumpkin; make sure to pick a heavy pumpkin for this style to ensure a stable work surface
for your carving.
Surface carving: This style involves chiseling off only the outermost layer of the pumpkin to
reveal the pale pulp beneath.

Per Lisson, the first two styles will last about a week before the pumpkin starts to rot since they involve
deeper cuts. Surface carving is a great choice if you want a longer-lasting pumpkin because they can
go about a month before rotting.  

Trace a design

To make a more complex creation, it’s a good idea to print or draw the design on paper first, as
Organic Authority contributor Jessica Reeder advises. For a more basic style, draw the pattern directly
onto the pumpkin with a water-based or dry erase marker.

Select the right tools

Per Lisson, the best tool to use is usually the small, serrated saw that comes in a pumpkin carving kit.
For more intricate 3D styles, clay sculpting tools will serve you well. You can also use an X-ACTO®
knife if you have one on hand.

Light the lantern

For jack-o’-lantern designs, you’ll want to choose a safe way to illuminate the pumpkin’s interior. The
Country Living team suggests using a votive candle inside a glass dish and filling it with water to help
protect your masterpiece from the flames. You can also use a string of Christmas lights as a safer
lighting method.

Preserve the pumpkin

Although carved pumpkins tend to have only a few weeks’ shelf life at best, there are a few things you
can do to help preserve your squash. Lisson suggests keeping the stem intact, regardless of what



design you choose. The stem will provide nutrients to the pumpkin to help slow the rotting process.
You can also spray the pumpkin with a lemon juice and water solution, then cover it with a plastic bag
during the day. Lisson also recommends storing the pumpkin in your garage or basement, particularly
on chilly fall nights.

Master the art of the jack-o’-lantern this season, or try your hand at a 3D or surface design, by
applying these practical steps to your next pumpkin-carving session. Just don’t be surprised if your
neighbors and friends start asking you for design tips.
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3 Fall Date Ideas
Fall for these autumn-inspired date ideas

If you are the romantic type, any season is an opportunity to show your special someone how much
they mean to you. Fall is a particularly lovely time of year to head out for a memorable evening; the
crisp, cool air and the vibrant colors of changing leaves make for an ideal romantic setting. If you’re
seeking inspiration for the season, these date ideas should work like a charm.

Classic fall activities

Visiting pumpkin patches, going on
hayrides and traipsing through corn
mazes are likely among the many
fond memories you’ll carry with you
from autumns in your childhood.
These nostalgic activities are also
prime fodder for a romantic outing
with your partner. There isn’t a
much better way to spend a cool
autumn day than by enjoying a
fresh cup of hot apple cider from
your local orchard or picking out a
plump pumpkin at a nearby patch.
You can carry the day’s enjoyment
into the evening by preparing a
meal using fresh produce procured
during your trip and following up
dinner with some old-fashioned
pumpkin carving.

There’s the old chestnut of taking
your date out to a scary movie on the chance that they’ll cuddle up close with you. For a more
interactive take on that classic approach, Woman’s Day writers Jessica Leigh Mattern and Katina
Beniaris recommend checking your local listings for activities of a more frightening nature. Haunted
attractions and ghost tours are a booming industry, so you’re liable to find something nearby that will
satisfy your craving for creepiness. If not, you can always pick up a classic monster movie at your local
library and enjoy it together on the couch.  

Get a bit of exercise

The pleasant autumn weather is an ideal atmosphere for heading out into the wilderness, and it’s
especially agreeable if you like hiking or biking. Seek out a scenic path or trail system nearby, and
pack a picnic basket with all the accoutrements. While you’re at it, make sure you have all the
appropriate gear for an afternoon’s travels, including bug spray, flashlights and a travel charger for
your phone. Break for lunch when you find a picture-perfect spot.

Camp out under the stars

Heading out for an evening under the stars is one of the single most romantic things you can do
during the autumn. Whether you are venturing out to a state park or setting up a tent in your backyard,
camping out in the autumn is a perfect opportunity for quiet conversation and reflection, allowing you
and your significant other to take time out of your hectic schedules to slow things down a bit. If you
want to stargaze, you could surprise your significant other with a new telescope, or you could go the
more frugal route and download an app on your smartphone that helps you spot constellations.

There aren’t many wrong ways to celebrate your love and appreciation for the person who makes you
feel more complete. If you both have a fondness for fall, whether it’s gazing at foliage or braving the
narrow corridors of a haunted house, make sure you take full advantage of the season while it’s still
around.
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What to Do with All Those Photos You Took
Make the most out of your digital photos with these projects

With smartphones constantly within reach, it’s easier than ever to take great photos on the go. You
probably have hundreds of photos from your vacation, an event or just your daily activities in your
digital photo album, but they don’t have to sit idly on your phone. You can use those photos to
decorate your home or preserve those memories in a unique way.

Photo book

A traditional, handmade photo
album takes a lot of time and effort,
not to mention the supplies. With
modern technology, you can create
a professional-style photo book
quickly and easily online, without
the mess. There are many
companies and programs that will
help you put one together online.
Simply upload your photos,
arrange them in the digital book the
way you want them to be printed
and place your order. You can
even add captions to help you
remember details about the
photos, such as people’s names or
where the photo was taken. With a
digital photo book, you can
repurpose your photos over and
over again and still have a tangible way to cherish your memories.

Greeting cards

Finding the perfect greeting card for a special occasion can be difficult, but if you want to add a
personal touch, you can create your own. Incorporate your photos taken with family members, friends
and coworkers to create personalized greeting cards for their birthdays or other special occasions.
Making your own cards with photos and memories shows that you put a lot of thought into the gesture.
You can print the cards yourself or use a service like Vistaprint or Shutterfly to design and order them.

Collages

Channel your crafty and creative side by making a collage out of your favorite photos.  Pick a theme
for your collage, such as a person or a specific trip or memory, and pick out your favorite photos to go
with it. Once you’ve picked your photos, get creative. Cut out your photos in unique shapes, add fun
designs and make it your own. You can add stickers, stencils, glitter or whatever else you want to
incorporate. From there, put the collage in a frame and hang it on your wall, or give it as a gift to
someone special.

Calendars

You can use your own photos to create a custom, memorable calendar for your own space. Choose
photos based on events that happened in each month, people whose birthdays you want to celebrate
or general seasonal themes you like. Incorporate these into a monthly calendar. There are many
online platforms you can use to create, customize and order your calendars. Custom calendars make
the perfect addition to your home or workspace and add a personalized touch to remind you of those
wonderful memories. Plus, you can make copies of them for family members as Christmas gifts.

There are plenty of ways to use your photos in a creative, productive way. Next time you’re scrolling
through your photos, consider one of these fun projects to display your memories in your home.
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3 Ways to Save on Pet Expenses
Reduce the cost of having pets with these useful tips

You consider your pets to be a part of the family: They’re always excited to see you when you get
home and they never shy away from snuggling up with you on the couch after a bad day. Because
you care for them so dearly, you’re willing to spare no expense when it comes to your pet’s health and
comfort. But this can get expensive very quickly, leaving you with less expendable income than you’d
prefer. If you want to ensure that your pet has only the best while saving a bit of money in the
process, consider these tips.

Sustenance

In most cases, doing your shopping
online can save you a pretty penny.
According to NerdWallet writer
Kelsey Sheehy, online retailers
such as Chewy and Amazon offer
automatic subscription services that
will save even more money by
automating the delivery of essential
supplies like puppy pads and dog
food. These services make
shopping online significantly more
affordable than buying from the
store, and they even save you the
trouble of having to leave the
house.

To keep your pet in good health
and lower expenses at the same
time, pay attention to the
suggested portions on your pet’s
food and only feed them the
recommended amount. Not only will this cut down on the amount you spend on food every year, but it
will also help you avoid overfeeding your pet. While you’ll want to be tighter on portions, The Balance
Everyday’s Erin Huffstetler recommends stocking up by buying larger quantities and buying in bulk.
Purchasing food in larger quantities tends to reduce the cost per serving, and while it might cost more
up front, it will ultimately save you money in the long run.

Visits to the vet

Though Benjamin Franklin was talking about fire safety when he remarked “an ounce of prevention is
worth a pound of cure,” the saying just as easily applies to your pet’s health. By establishing a care
routine with a veterinarian, including annual physicals and vaccinations, you can help prevent small
health problems from getting out of hand and becoming larger issues. Huffstetler notes that helping
your pet maintain a healthy weight can help them ward off or minimize serious conditions like cancer,
diabetes, high blood pressure and arthritis. 

According to Sheehy, your local chapter of the Humane Society may also provide common veterinary
services like checkups and vaccinations at a more affordable price. Check to see if your area’s
chapter hosts monthly or weekly clinics.

Huffstetler recommends considering purchasing pet insurance after thoroughly researching and
vetting providers. If pet insurance makes sense for you, be sure you’re clear on what the policy covers
and whether your pet can still be a patient at your current preferred clinic. With most plans, 80 percent
of eligible expenses will be covered once you’ve met your annual deductible, according to Sheehy.

Pampering

The type of pet you have will greatly impact how much you need to spend on grooming. If your pet
requires a full spa experience, you’ll want to shop around for the best deal and always ask about
discounts and coupons. If your pet is more of the wash-and-wear type, Sheehy suggests handling
basic grooming like baths and nail trimmings at home in order to save money. If you think you’re up to



basic grooming like baths and nail trimmings at home in order to save money. If you think you’re up to
giving them a cut, she suggests first referencing the ASPCA’s dog grooming guide.

A little research will go a long way when you’re trying to save money while caring for your beloved
pet. Whether it’s finding the best deal on food, vet services or insurance, you can save yourself a
considerable amount of money without skimping on what your pet needs most.
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Kid-Friendly Halloween-Themed Movies
The following films deliver chills to children without scaring them
too much

Halloween is the perfect time of year for thrills and chills. However, if you have little ones who want to
join in the festivities, you’ll want to make sure things don’t get too frightening. For spooky films the
entire family can enjoy, consider these kid-friendly options this Halloween.

“Hotel Transylvania” (PG)

Movie monsters like Dracula and
Frankenstein’s Monster have
cemented themselves in popular
culture due to how eerie and iconic
their classic films were. For a more
humorous twist on these monsters,
be sure to check out “Hotel
Transylvania.” The animated movie
stars comedian Adam Sandler as
Count Dracula, and instead of
terrorizing villagers, Dracula now
runs his own five-star hotel.
However, the humans and
monsters don’t get along too well,
so when Dracula’s daughter falls
for a human, hilarious antics
follow.

“Scooby-Doo on Zombie Island”
(G)

When it comes to crime solving, you won’t find a better canine for the job than Scooby-Doo. Scooby
has appeared in a number of movies throughout the years, but “Scooby-Doo on Zombie Island” is
perfect for the Halloween season. The film begins with the Mystery, Inc. gang splitting up and going
their separate ways, but when mysterious occurrences near New Orleans bring the gang back
together, Scooby and his pals soon realize this mystery is not like others they have solved in the past.

“The Nightmare Before Christmas” (PG)

To some, “The Nightmare Before Christmas” is a Halloween movie; to others, it’s a Christmas film.
Producer Tim Burton took the most memorable aspects of both holidays and brought them together for
this animated feature. The movie stars Jack Skellington, the “Pumpkin King” and scariest resident of
Halloween Town, as he searches for something different in life. When Jack discovers the holiday of
Christmas, he decides to give Santa Claus a break and take over the winter festivities for a year. After
his plans go awry, it’s up to Jack and his friends to fix the mess.

“Goosebumps” (PG)

A whole generation of kids grew up reading the “Goosebumps” series from R.L. Stine. In 2015, his
books were adapted to cinema. Jack Black stars as a fictional version of Stine, but unlike in the real
world, the monsters in Stine’s book have escaped their pages to terrorize a local town. It’s up to a
couple of teenagers to send the creatures back where they belong. What makes this a fun choice this
season is that a sequel, starring Ken Jeong and Chris Parnell, is set to premiere this year.

“Hocus Pocus” (PG)

When “Hocus Pocus” was first released in 1993, it wasn’t exactly a box office hit. However, over the
years it has developed a cult following and is now considered a Halloween staple. The film is about
doubtful teenager Max Dennison as he learns about three witches who previously lived in his new
home of Salem, Massachusetts. Three hundred years ago, the Sanderson sisters vowed to return
after being caught and punished for witchcraft. Max accidently resurrects the Sanderson sisters from
the grave during Halloween and with the sisters now threatening the children of Salem, it’s up to Max,
his sister Dani and his new friend Allison to stop the Sanderson sisters once and for all.



his sister Dani and his new friend Allison to stop the Sanderson sisters once and for all.

Watching these Halloween movies with your kids will certainly be a Halloween treat, absent of any
frightening tricks.
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